civilian
casualties

DAYS

children killed
in attacks

refugees

OF RUSSIA'S WAR
AGAINST UKRAINE

fleeing Ukraine

DAMAGED, DESTROYED OR SEIZED*:

23,8K
23,8K

km of roads

643
643

health care
facilities

Russia invaded
Ukraine

24
FEB

1,123
1,123

educational
institutions

Russia’s army atrocities
in Bucha, Mariupol,
Irpin, Kramatorsk

RUSSIA USES
DISINFORMATION TO:
Hide war
crimes

Neo-Nazis commit
genocide in Ukraine

Battle of Kyiv

FEB MAR

Western support:
humanitarian,
military, economic

FEB JUNE

President
Zelenskyy has
left Kyiv

Ukraine uses Kyiv
residents as
human shield
US & EU
organised
a coup d'état in
Kyiv creating a
militarised
Nazi state

Europe is tempted
to support Neo-Nazi
movements
Sanctions
against Russia
are illegal

Poland wants to
occupy parts of
Ukraine

Ukraine is paying
for weapons with
grain

MAR

Russian attack
on Zaporizhzhia
nuclear plant

Evacuations of
civilians.
Forced
deportations

MAR APR

Ukraine is behind the
attack on Kramatorsk
railway station

The images of Bucha
may be a diversion of
attention from US
biolabs in Ukraine

Justify
war

Control
domestic
audiences

Undermine
support for
Ukraine
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Ukrainian crisis was
caused by West’s
disregard for
neo-Nazi's crimes
Russia doesn't
attack civilians

TIMELINE

100

WAR FIGURES*

28x
larger

Finland and Sweden
applying for NATO
membership

Moscow pledges
to continue probe
into so-called "US
biolabs’ activities"
in Ukraine

MAY

APR

MAR

Ukrainian nationalists
don't let civilians
evacuate
Russian troops
trying to avoid
civilian casualties
in Ukraine

Nazis were occupying
the bombed maternity
hospital in Mariupol

Zelenskyy not
sparing
Ukrainian lives

Ukraine staged fakes
about Bucha,
Mariupol and
Kramatorsk

Ukrainian radical
neo-Nazi battalions
regularly use human
shields as cover

Russia has not
attacked the
Zaporizhzhia
nuclear power plant

West needs
provocations to accuse
the Russian military of
using chemical,
biological or nuclear
weapons in Ukraine
West needs the
topic of nuclear
war to support
Russophobia

US biolabs
develop toxins
that target Slavic
genotypes

Evidence of military
biological activities
in Ukraine is
increasing
Biolabs in Ukraine
financed by Joe
Biden's son
US biolabs were
forced to clean up
their tracks after the
Russian operation

Most Finns are
against NATO
membership

Sweden & Finland
may not have time
to join NATO before
it collapses
Sweden and Finland
are being dragged
into NATO and
forced to wage a
war against Russia
Finland’s membership
of NATO breaks treaty
with Russia

* statistics by UNICEF (as of 1 June), UNRIC (24 May), UNHCR (29 May), Kyiv School
of Economics (27 May).
** disinformation cases targeting Ukraine & collected in the
EuvsDisinfo database between 24 Feb - 1 June)

